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Th• nature of the proposed tests indicate the probability 
of diat\ll'banoe of the eurtace at the location 0£ many ot 
the horizontal control stations. .As replacing these stations 
would indicate an extensive survey, anything that can be 
done to perpetuate the existing stations is easily Justified. 
It ia recommended that this be accomplished by establishing 
sub .. aurf aoe markers at all primary stations e.nd respective 
reference markers of the control networks at the Eniwetok 
and Bikini areaso 

The following procedure is suggested: 

ao Stations should be located at least 50 feet inland from 
the high tide line. However, where an existing station 
of an earlier survey can be included in the scheme it is 
desirable to include it even though it may be leas than 
50 feet from the high tide lineo The location can be h@ld 
by suitable referencing. 

b. Reference monuments should be at least 100 feet inland from 
the high tide lineo They should form a triangle with the 
station marker with all sides and angle a measured. and the 
angle determined to a line or. the survey.. The value of thia 
method was demonstrated a.t Bogallua island. when the station 
marker was destroyed by erosiono- The acc~urate relation of a 
reference marker was known, and its position computed as an 
eccentric station. 

c. As surface markers may be moired or destroyed by wave action 
and have been in the past by construction operations, a 
practical solution of this problem is by sub-surface markers 
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at the station and the reference points. The depth of the 
markers will depend on soil c:ondi tions and while 1 t is deairabl 
that they be set in solid coral, they shc1uld be at least below . 
high tide level if in loose 21011. VY'here heavy concrete blocke 
are in place as stG.tion markers the eub-siUrf ace markers at the / 
reference points should be satisfactory~ 

do The structure at Station Corid in the Enwetok La.goon may be ~ -
destroyed by test operations. A study he.s been made by the 
Chief of Surveys of the possi.bili ty of replacing destroyed 
stations around the perimeter• of the lagoon without occupying·- : 
Station Coral. This study reveals that sufficient triangle , 
strength cannot be obtained to replace some of the stations a: 
without excessive di.stances between the stations used as a basefil 
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Station Coral is the hub of the network and with its 
use as one point of a triangle, replacing any station, 
is a eomparatively simple operation. Therefore, it is 
again :r-ecommendod that ref'erence markers be established 
which will perm.it re-establishing this station in its 
original location if destroyed by f~ture operations. 
Reterence is made to the memorandum dated January 25, 
1952 from the Ohief of Surveys to the Chief Engineer 
which included this subject and suggested the following 
method or referencing the station. 

The station is located on a coral head with one pinnacle 
exposed above high water. A tie was obtained some time 
ago to a point on this pinnacle but a much stronger fix 
oan be obtained by establishing a second reference 
point. It 1a suggested that a steel piling be driven in 
the coral hea4 at a location which will make a strong 
intersection at the station for a second reference point. 
If this piling is cut off a little above mean low water 
level, it will be aoces~~le at suitable tides and should 
be stable enough to withstand any anticipated wave action. 

•• A similar problem 111 .found. at Bikini Atoll where station 
Coca 11 being constructed in the lagoon and forms the hub 
ot the networko There is no obvious method of referencing 
this station and the cost would be excessive to construct 
a structure which would withstand any anticipated wave action. 
If extensive use is made of this area, it may become necessary 
to replace this station if it is damaged, locate it by obeervations 
:f'rom existing stations and compute its relation to the other 
stations bt the network. 
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